
Holding Space
& Empty Mirror



‘Great leadership is a movement 
from taking up space to 
beautifully holding space.’



WHY  HOLD  SPACE?

Leaders are experiencing a quantum shift in context, where both
problems and opportunities are becoming more complex, blurred,
hyper-dependent, digital and diverse. 

This shift in context means it is no longer possible for an
individual (be it in a team, an organisation, or a government) to
hold all the information, to spot the warning signs, or to find the
most elegant solution. 

The challenge for leaders is to step out of the middle, and from
being at the centre, to instead create spaces that feel held,
purposeful and charged with energy, so people are called forward
(evoked) to do things they never thought they could do. 

These spaces allow new possibilities to arise and latent potential
to be released. And this is before a thought is thought, or a word
is spoken.

They also need to be strong enough to hold the uncertainty and
emotion that comes with disrupting the status quo – and safe
enough to speak the truth. They must create the need and the
desire to step into the unknown, as well as the stillness needed
to catch the fragile and fleeting glimpses of ‘the new’ that inform
and fuel new patterns of thought and action.

This is how we move meetings from high performance to peak
performance.
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H O L D I N G  S P A C E

A  2 4 H R  E X P E R I E N C E

The first program in the curriculum introduces leaders to the core
concept and practice of ‘holding space’ – making it practical,
actionable and scalable.

•    Explore together what it means to create and hold spaces for
     breakthrough innovation and peak performance
•    Experientially step into the four capacities and the eight ways
     of being for holding space
•    Be introduced to a handful of simple micro-skills 
•    Reconnect to your own learning journey as a leader
•    Receive feedback on your capacity to hold space
•    Craft your own set of leadership experiments to practise over 
     the next 90 days

16.00

      • Welcome and PO3
      • Setting Context

      • Building the Container
      • Micro-Skills & Frameworks

      • Radiating Story

      • Generative Listening
      • Candid Feedback
21.30

     

09.00 • Learning Circle
      
      • • Intro to 4 Capacities & 
      8 W  ays of Being
Empty • Empty Mirror Feedback
      • Dare Coaching
      

      • Learning Circle
      • Micro-Skills & Frameworks
      • Crafting Experiments
      • Reviewing: What & How

      • Ending Well

Pre-Work 60-90 day
Practice Period

• Learning Circle



Empty Mirror is the sister product to our 24-hour Holding Space
experience. 

It is an innovative, online feedback tool designed to provide
leaders with insight into their capacity to ‘hold space’ as opposed
to ‘take up space’ in meetings.

It measures the simple things that even the most experienced
leaders can forget to do, while also revealing a more subtle realm
that most leaders don't even know exists. 

•    Gain insight into what you ‘do’ (the four capacities), and how 
     you ‘turn up’ (the eight ways of being) in meetings
•    Receive qualitative feedback 
•    Takes about 20 minutes to complete 
•    Runs as a self view with 180°, 270° or 360° feedback options
•    Can be synced with your IT and HR systems
•    Is available in multiple languages
•    Is fully automated, so it can be administrated internally

E M P T Y  M I R R O R

F E E D B A C K  T O O L







The Hum
Celebrating 20 years of nowhere

TEAMS
TUNING 

Core Energy

  Integrated Leadership Communities

Complex Stakeholder Groups

Co-Creative Conferences

Tuning Teams

Innovation Accelerators

Breakthrough Innovation Projects (BIPs)

Cross Value Chain Innovation (XVCI)

Strategic Landscapes

Quests

Strategic Chessboards

Visions of the Future

BREAKTHROUGH

Designing, catalysing 
& choreographing

Designing, Catalysing &
Choreographing Breakthrough
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Change & Integration

Building Eco-Systems 
& Cultures of Innovation

Our Core Practice

Our Core Practice

Transforming the way organisations meet and lead 

Transforming the way
organisations meet and lead

Meeting Forms & CirclesHolding Space & Empty Mirror Moments Matter & Micro-Skills

Holding Space
& Empty Mirror

Moments Matter
& Micro-Skills

Meeting Forms
& Circles

Catalyst Training

Catalytic Training

Evocative Leadership 
& Catalyst Skills

nMaps Riding the Creative Rollercoaster

Evocative Leadership
& Catalyst SkillsnMaps: the practice
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Riding the Creative Rollercoaster



www.now-here.com
enquiries@now-here.com
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Catalysing Breakthrough
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